Blinking Optical Tweezers for microrheology measurements of weak elasticity complex fluids.
Optical tweezers have become a powerful tool to explore the viscoelasticity of complex fluids at micrometric scale. In the experiments, the Brownian trajectories of optically confined microparticles are properly analysed to provide the viscous and elastic moduli G' and G'. Nevertheless, the elastic response of the medium is inherently superimposed on the trap stiffness itself. Usually, this drawback is removed by subtracting the elastic trap contribution from the measured medium response. However, it is clear that when trap and medium elasticity become comparable this procedure is no longer reliable. Still, there exists a wide class of complex fluids that exhibit a low elasticity (diluted biopolymers, Boger fluids, etc) for which alternative experimental approaches would be desirable. Herein we propose a new method based on blinking optical tweezers. It makes use of two independent laser beams: the first is used to trap a single bead while the second one, of very weak power, acts as probe to monitor its position with a quadrant photodiode. The trap laser intensity is modulated on-off: when the laser is off the bead follows a free diffusion trajectory that, hence, leads to an estimation of G' and G' free of the influence of the trap. We have successfully applied this technique to highly-diluted hyaluronic acid solutions (c < 0.1 mg/ml) reaching to measure very weak G' modulus ( approximately 0.01 Pa) in a wide range of frequencies.